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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION 

____________ 

 
NUCLEAR FACILITIES – ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS –  

AC INTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS 
 

FOREWORD 
1) The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is a worldwide organization for standardization comprising 

all national electrotechnical committees (IEC National Committees). The object of IEC is to promote international 
co-operation on all questions concerning standardization in the electrical and electronic fields. To this end and 
in addition to other activities, IEC publishes International Standards, Technical Specifications, Technical Reports, 
Publicly Available Specifications (PAS) and Guides (hereafter referred to as “IEC Publication(s)”). Their 
preparation is entrusted to technical committees; any IEC National Committee interested in the subject dealt with 
may participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and non-governmental organizations liaising 
with the IEC also participate in this preparation. IEC collaborates closely with the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined by agreement between the two organizations. 

2) The formal decisions or agreements of IEC on technical matters express, as nearly as possible, an international 
consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation from all 
interested IEC National Committees.  

3) IEC Publications have the form of recommendations for international use and are accepted by IEC National 
Committees in that sense. While all reasonable efforts are made to ensure that the technical content of IEC 
Publications is accurate, IEC cannot be held responsible for the way in which they are used or for any 
misinterpretation by any end user. 

4) In order to promote international uniformity, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC Publications 
transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional publications. Any divergence between 
any IEC Publication and the corresponding national or regional publication shall be clearly indicated in the latter. 

5) IEC itself does not provide any attestation of conformity. Independent certification bodies provide conformity 
assessment services and, in some areas, access to IEC marks of conformity. IEC is not responsible for any 
services carried out by independent certification bodies. 

6) All users should ensure that they have the latest edition of this publication. 

7) No liability shall attach to IEC or its directors, employees, servants or agents including individual experts and 
members of its technical committees and IEC National Committees for any personal injury, property damage or 
other damage of any nature whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, or for costs (including legal fees) and 
expenses arising out of the publication, use of, or reliance upon, this IEC Publication or any other IEC 
Publications.  

8) Attention is drawn to the Normative references cited in this publication. Use of the referenced publications is 
indispensable for the correct application of this publication. 

9) IEC draws attention to the possibility that the implementation of this document may involve the use of (a) 
patent(s). IEC takes no position concerning the evidence, validity or applicability of any claimed patent rights in 
respect thereof. As of the date of publication of this document, IEC had not received notice of (a) patent(s), which 
may be required to implement this document. However, implementers are cautioned that this may not represent 
the latest information, which may be obtained from the patent database available at https://patents.iec.ch.IEC 
shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 

IEC 63272 has been prepared by subcommittee 45A: Instrumentation, control and electrical 
power systems of nuclear facilities, of IEC technical committee 45: Nuclear instrumentation. It 
is an International Standard. 

The text of this International Standard is based on the following documents: 

Draft Report on voting 

45A/XX/FDIS 45A/XX/RVD 

 
Full information on the voting for its approval can be found in the report on voting indicated in 
the above table. 

This International Standard is to be used in conjunction with IEC 63046.  

The language used for the development of this International Standard is English. 
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This document was drafted in accordance with ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, and developed in 
accordance with ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1 and ISO/IEC Directives, IEC Supplement, available 
at www.iec.ch/members_experts/refdocs. The main document types developed by IEC are 
described in greater detail at www.iec.ch/publications. 

The committee has decided that the contents of this document will remain unchanged until the 
stability date indicated on the IEC website under webstore.iec.ch in the data related to the 
specific document. At this date, the document will be  

• reconfirmed, 

• withdrawn, or 

• revised. 

 

IMPORTANT – The "colour inside" logo on the cover page of this document indicates 
that it contains colours which are considered to be useful for the correct understanding 
of its contents. Users should therefore print this document using a colour printer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

a) Technical background, main issues and organisation of the standard 

The purpose of this document is to provide high level requirements for the design of on-site AC 
interruptible power supply systems as part of the overall electrical distribution system in a 
nuclear facility. 

The on-site AC interruptible electrical power system supports all plant operating functions 
including plant safety systems. This includes safety classified electrical distribution systems 
which provide interruptible power supplies to support plant safety systems. This document does 
not cover requirements for grid connections to the nuclear plant which is the subject of a 
separate standard. This document does not cover requirements for uninterruptible power 
supplies which are defined in IEC 61225. 

b) Situation of the current standard in the structure of the SC 45A standard series 

This document is a second level document specifically addressing the particular topic of 
requirements for electrical supplies. 

For more details on the structure of the SC 45A standard series, see item d) of this introduction. 

c) Recommendations and limitations regarding the application of this standard 

This document defines the requirements for an electrical designer to establish the design of the 
AC interruptible electrical power supply for nuclear facilities. It is used in conjunction with 
Level 1 standard IEC 63046. 

Requirements for uninterruptible power supplies are defined in Level 2 standard IEC 61225. 

d) Description of the structure of the IEC SC 45A standard series and relationships with 
other IEC documents and other bodies documents (IAEA, ISO) 

The IEC SC 45A standard series comprises a hierarchy of four levels. The top-level documents 
of the IEC SC 45A standard series are IEC 61513 and IEC 63046.  

IEC 61513 provides general requirements for instrumentation and control (I&C) systems and 
equipment that are used to perform functions important to safety in nuclear power plants 
(NPPs). IEC 63046 provides general requirements for electrical power systems of NPPs; it 
covers power supply systems including the supply systems of the I&C systems.  

IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 are considered in conjunction and at the same level. IEC 61513 and 
IEC 63046 structure the IEC SC 45A standard series and shape a complete framework 
establishing general requirements for instrumentation, control and electrical power systems for 
nuclear power plants.  

IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 refer directly to other IEC SC 45A standards for general 
requirements for specific topics, such as categorization of functions and classification of 
systems, qualification, separation, defence against common cause failure, control room design, 
electromagnetic compatibility, human factors engineering, cybersecurity, software and 
hardware aspects for programmable digital systems, coordination of safety and security 
requirements and management of ageing. The standards referenced directly at this second level 
should be considered together with IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 as a consistent document set.  
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At a third level, IEC SC 45A standards not directly referenced by IEC 61513 or by IEC 63046 
are standards related to specific requirements for specific equipment, technical methods, or 
activities. Usually these documents, which make reference to second-level documents for 
general requirements, can be used on their own. 

A fourth level extending the IEC SC 45 standard series, corresponds to the Technical Reports 
which are not normative.  

The IEC SC 45A standards series consistently implements and details the safety and security 
principles and basic aspects provided in the relevant IAEA safety standards and in the relevant 
documents of the IAEA nuclear security series (NSS). In particular this includes the IAEA 
requirements SSR-2/1 , establishing safety requirements related to the design of nuclear power 
plants (NPPs), the IAEA safety guide SSG-30 dealing with the safety classification of structures, 
systems and components in NPPs, the IAEA safety guide SSG-39 dealing with the design of 
instrumentation and control systems for NPPs, the IAEA safety guide SSG-34 dealing with the 
design of electrical power systems for NPPs, the IAEA safety guide SSG-51 dealing with human 
factors engineering in the design of NPPs and the implementing guide NSS42-G for computer 
security at nuclear facilities. The safety and security terminology and definitions used by the 
SC 45A standards are consistent with those used by the IAEA.  

IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 have adopted a presentation format similar to the basic safety 
publication IEC 61508 with an overall life-cycle framework and a system life-cycle framework. 
Regarding nuclear safety, IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 provide the interpretation of the general 
requirements of IEC 61508-1, IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-4, for the nuclear application sector. 
In this framework, IEC 60880, IEC 62138 and IEC 62566 correspond to IEC 61508-3 for the 
nuclear application sector.  

IEC 61513 and IEC 63046 refer to ISO 9001 as well as to IAEA GSR part 2 and IAEA GS-G-3.1 
and IAEA GS-G-3.5 for topics related to quality assurance (QA).  

At level 2, regarding nuclear security, IEC 62645 is the entry document for the IEC/SC 45A 
security standards. It builds upon the valid high level principles and main concepts of the 
generic security standards, in particular ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 27002; it adapts them and 
completes them to fit the nuclear context and coordinates with the IEC 62443 series. At level 2, 
IEC 60964 is the entry document for the IEC/SC 45A control rooms standards, IEC 63351 is the 
entry document for the human factors engineering standards and IEC 62342 is the entry 
document for the ageing management standards. 

NOTE 1 It is assumed that for the design of I&C systems in NPPs that implements conventional safety functions 
(e.g. to address worker safety, asset protection, chemical hazards, process energy hazards) international or national 
standards are applied. 

NOTE 2 IEC TR 63400 provides a more comprehensive description of the overall structure of the IEC SC 45A 
standards series and of its relationship with other standard bodies and standards. 
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NUCLEAR FACILITIES – ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS –  
AC INTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

 
 
 

1 Scope 

This document specifies the performance and functional characteristics of the on-site AC 
interruptible power supply systems and applies to new nuclear facilities and newly installed or 
upgraded on-site AC interruptible power supply systems. 

The specific design requirements for the components of the power supply system are defined 
by the IEC standards listed in the normative references and are outside the scope of this 
document. 

2 Normative references 

The following documents are referred to in the text in such a way that some or all of their content 
constitutes requirements of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. 
For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any 
amendments) applies. 

IEC 60038, IEC standard voltages 

IEC 60076 (all parts), Power transformers 

IEC 60076-1, Power transformers – Part 1: General 

IEC 60709:2018, Nuclear power plants – Instrumentation, control and electrical power systems 
important to safety – Separation 

IEC 60909 (all parts), Short-circuit currents in three phase a.c.systems 

IEC 61000 (all parts), Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

IEC 61000-4 (all parts), Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) ─ Testing and measurement 
techniques 

IEC 61226, Nuclear power plants – Instrumentation, control and electrical power systems 
important to safety – Categorization of functions and classification of systems 

IEC 61439 (all parts), Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear assemblies 

IEC 62003, Nuclear power plants – Instrumentation, control and electrical power systems – 
Requirements for electromagnetic compatibility testing 

IEC 62271 (all parts), High-voltage switchgear and controlgear 

IEC 62305 (all parts), Protection against lightning 

IEC 62671, Nuclear power plants – Instrumentation and control important to safety – Selection 
and use of industrial digital devices of limited functionality 
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IEC 62855:2016, Nuclear power plants – Electrical power systems– Electrical power systems 
analysis 

IEC 63046:2020, Nuclear power plants – Electrical power system – General requirements 

IEC/IEEE 60780-323, Nuclear facilities – Electrical equipment important to safety – Qualification 

IEC/IEEE 60980-344, Nuclear facilities – Equipment important to safety – Seismic qualification 

IEC/IEEE 63332-3871, Nuclear facilities – Electrical power systems – Diesel generator units 
applied as standby power sources 

IAEA Safety Report 91, Impact of Open Phase Conditions on Electrical Power Systems of 
Nuclear Power Plants 

3 Terms and definitions 

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. 

NOTE Other terms not defined below are defined in IAEA Safety Guide SSG-34 and IAEA Safety Guide SSG-39. 

ISO and IEC maintain terminology databases for use in standardization at the following 
addresses:  

• IEC Electropedia: available at https://www.electropedia.org/ 

• ISO Online browsing platform: available at https://www.iso.org/obp 

3.1  
alternate power supply 
generator reserved for the power supply to the plant during total loss of all non-battery power 
in the safety power systems (station blackout) and other design extension conditions 

[SOURCE: IAEA SSG-34:2016, modified – Main term “alternate AC power supply” modified to 
read “alternate power supply”.] 

3.2  
associated circuit 
circuit of a lower safety class that is not physically separated or is not electrically isolated from 
the circuit(s) of the higher class by acceptable separation distances, safety class structures, 
barriers, or electrical isolation devices, but meets suitable criteria for safety 

Note 1 to entry: Circuits include the interconnecting cabling and the connected loads. 

[SOURCE: IEC 60709:2018, 3.1] 

___________ 
1  Under preparation. Stage at the time of publication: IEC/IEEE FDIS 63332-387:2024. 
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